
Thanks to City Council and Developer. We are impressed by the thoughtfulness shown 
in many aspects of the site design



Discussed each of these topics Monday with development team



In front of building 6 the right turn lane widens Grove St. and reduces setback. 
Perception of mass, including length as well as height is important--aim for inviting 
human scale. Building 6 is longest unvaried façade. Example of varied facades on 
buildings 7 & 9.



Grove St. right turn lane reduces setback. Perception of mass, including length as well 
as height is important--aim for inviting human scale. Example of buildings 7 & 9



Another option might be stepping back the upper floors of the building



Note safe separation of pedestrian, bicycle and vehicle lanes on development side of 
Grove St., but not on golf course side



Again, note safe separations on North side of bridge, but not clearly on South side.





Largely a city issue, should be considered along with Greenway trail development 
which is being discussed separately.



It looks like a road, it will be used as a road, make it a park



There will be heavy foot traffic between garage and T platform, competing with buses 
and pick up and drop off. 



Discussed traffic flow with developer



Peer reviewers also suggested reducing parking around the green so allow for more 
open space. Rather than a separate central green, create a contiguous green space 
with traffic flowing to and fro in front of the hotel and turnaround space in front of 
building 2.



We’ve heard assurances but have not seen plans. It would be tragic to develop the 
site without future needs firmly and clearly in mind



I repeat, we understand there are discussions about expanded commuter rail and bus 
rapid transit, but specific planning for those developments needs to integrate with 
the Riverside development so future options are not precluded or unnecessarily 
constrained.



Residents and neighbors expect and have been told there will be connections to 
recreational opportunities outside the open space in the development. Good 
connections to parks and trails will allow urban residents to use public transit to 
enjoy the resources if the links are made available.




